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1. INTRODUCTION 2. F~ESULTS

Some representative rl~ult!; from test runs of the

LA~I model are illu5tral~:d in Irigures 1-3. The ver-

tically averaged conldensclt'ion rate is depicted in Fig-
ure 1. Other phase: chan,~es, involving evaporation,

mel:ting, freezing, depo!;ition (fl'om vapor to ice), and
sublimation, are also calculated by the LAN model, as

are conversion rates bet~'een clloud water (suspended
particles) and snow and rain. ~5,~veral distinct cumulus
cells, are evident. The domain..clveraged condensation,

as 01 function of heii~ht, is a ,:rucial product of Don-
ner (1993). When the condens;ation rate is added to

othl~r phase-change and el~dy-flux-convergence rates,

the large-scale (domain-av~ral~~~d) forcing by the con-

vective system is obtaine,d. Figures 2 and 3 show the

LA~I model results for hle;lt and moisture, respectively.

Figures 4 and 5 show' large-s,:ale thermal and mois-

ture forcing diagnos;ed from tropical observations in

the east Atlantic amd from parameterizations for con-

ved.ive systems with v;iriious rTlorphologies, discussed
in Donner (1993). (Thl~ larg~-s;cale environment used

to ~:valuate the par;!met~rizal:ion in Figures 4 and 5
is n,ot necessarily ide:ntical to that used with the LAN

model.) On Figures 4 and 5, "(:ells" refers to parame-

teri;ted forcing by an ens,emble of cumulus cells without
a mlesoscale anvil wl~ose v~rti:al velocities match ob-

senlations. "Meso" refE!r!; to pclrameterized forcing by

an ,~nsemble of cumullJls cells and a mesoscale anvil.

"Oiag" refers to forj:in~~ 4~iagnosed from observations.

"Strong" refers to p;aral1leteri2:ed forcing by an ensem-

ble of cumulus cells wh~)se vertical velocities are much

stronger than obser"atiolls. The LAN forcings exhibit

some differences frclm both flclrameterized and diag-
nosed forcings, but it !;hoIJld be noted that the LAN

integration shown covers only the early stages of the

life cycle of a convective: sy:;tern, which is dominated by

cumulus cells rather th;ari l1lesoscale anvils. Note that

the LAN forcings e}C:hibit some of the features associ-

ate'~ with parameterize~~ ,cE:lls, ilrlcluding a maximum in

the heating profile a,t a IQ~ver height.

Convective systems consist of a complex mixture of

dynamic and microphysical structures of various scales.
Prominent among these features are updrafts and dow-

drafts of cumulus scale, composed of elements whose

entrainment and vertical-velocity characteristics vary

widely, and mesoscale updrafts and downdrafts (e.g.,

Leary and Houze, 1980). For coarse horizontal resolu-
tions typical of those employed in general circulation
models (GCMs), both mesoscale and cumulus-scale

components of convective systems must be parame-
terized. To develop and validate such parameteriza-

tions, data from field experiments can be used, but

these experiments are limited in number, and inferring

details regarding many of the smaller-scale processes

from field data is difficult. An additional method

for evaluating and developing these parameterizations

is to use high-resolution, limited-area nonhydrostatic

models. These models represent explicitly the physi-

cal processes which are parameterized in GCMs. The
high-resolution models themselves require further de-

velopment, so it is important that they be examined

against field data for robustness.

A three-dimensional. limited-area nonhydrostatic

(LAN) model, developed at GFDL (Lipps and Hem-

ler, 1986). has been used to examine tropical convec-

tion associated with large-scale moisture convergence.

Domain-averaged properties of the convection, e.g.,

phase changes and eddy fluxes of heat and moisture,

are calculated explicitly using this model. Similar pro-

cesses are parameterized in Donner (1993). A unique

feature of Donner (1993) is its treatment of both

cumulus-scale and anvil-scale processes. To explore
the latter completely in the LAN model, a radiative-
transfer formulation (cf., Held et al., 1993) has been

included.
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3. CONCLUSION ics, and mesoscale e11ects. J. Atmos. Sci., 50,
889-906.

A procedure by which high-resolution cloud-system-

resolving models can be used to assess cumulus pa-

rameterizations for GCMs has been demonstrated. In-
dividual physical processes can be isolated in the LAN

integrations for comparison with their representation in

parameterizations. The robustness of the LAN models
themselves must be further assessed to establish the

credibility of this procedure by using data from field

programs.
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Figure 1. Vertically averaged (.125-15.125 km) rate of conden:)ation for a 4-hour int'~gration of the GFDllAN
model. Tropical conditions typical of deep convection in the 4~ast Atlantic. Horizontal resolution is 1 km and

vertical resolution is 250 m. Contour interval is 10-7 kg kg-1 !;ec-l.
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Figure 2. Large-scale thermal forcing by cumulus con-
vection, calculated using the GFDL LAN model. for the
integration shown in Figure 1.

Figure 4. large-scale th,errr,aI1~orcing by cumulus con-
vection, calculated using [)onn,er's (1993) parameteri-
zation and diagnosed frc'rrl obselrvations.
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, except for moisture forc-

Ing.
Figurl~ 5. Same as Fil~ure 4, except for moisture forc-

Ing.
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